haunts the reader. His relationships led to significant decorative commissions, which have begun to receive much scholarly interest and are here placed in the context of his larger oeuvre. Overall, the essays demonstrate how important narrative is throughout Vuillard's body of work, from his early, abstracted works of the 1890s, through his decorative installations and even in his late portraits, where a depiction of the aging poet the Countess Anna de Noailles seated in her bed is redolent of guests recently departed. This emphasis on narrative hints at gaps in the dominant history of modernism, where narrative is often ignored in favour of stylistic innovation.
In rare instances, the catalogue fails to convince. Cogeval's psychobiographical approach is occasionally difficult to countenance; for example, that we do not see Vuillard's mouth in a painting of him kissing a young girl is unconvincingly read as 'a sign of his psychological reserve.' Likewise, a comparison of Vuillard's family photographs to Diane Arbus's 1960s images of societal outcasts fails to enlighten. Moreover, repeated charges that American prudishness has led to mistaken interpretations of certain works seem unnecessary. In addition to Cogeval's biographical overview of Vuillard's life and detailed entries for each work, the catalogue also includes essays by Dario Gamboni on Vuillard and ambiguity, Elizabeth Easton on the artist's photographs, Kimberly Jones on his vacations and travels, and Laurence des Cars on his place between two centuries. With the catalogue raisonné, this book forms an invaluable resource for future study of Vuillard and his era. Born Else Plötz in Germany in 1874, Elsa (who became 'the baroness' through an ill-fated marriage) would become equal parts visual artist, performance artist, poet, agent provocateur, sexually liberated New Woman, and impoverished victim of indifferent posterity. Her family home was dysfunctional her mother was mentally ill and her father attempted to choke her and Gammel convincingly describes such events as catalysts of Elsa's later impulses towards living art and sexual experimentation. She wrote poetry at the age of twelve and became involved in multiple artistic circles in Austria, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the United States as both artist and model. Along the way, she appears to have been introduced to early twentieth-century feminist thought in the form of J.J. Bachofen's Mutterecht, still somewhat misleadingly characterized as a wholly promatriarchal tract. While Gammel points out the latter, she wisely balances it against the greater likelihood that Elsa's character, not abstruse theoretical speculations, determined Elsa's feminism.
Sympathetically describing Elsa's ups and downs without lionizing on the one hand or becoming maudlin on the other, Gammel pulls together a variety of material, much of it not published elsewhere. She creates a compelling portrait of an artist and character as interesting as Duchamp, with whom Elsa was deeply infatuated and whom she seems to have treated as both mentor and competitor. Alternately argumentative, eccentric, visionary, petty, experimental, pathetic, and tardy, Elsa cut a proto-feminist path across early twentieth century-culture in performances, poems, and objects that fully embodied Dada's anti-bourgeois absurdity. She even anticipated many later surrealist developments in open discussions of her sexuality and in the content, more than the form, of her work.
A very famous Dada object entitled God (1918), a plumbing trap mounted on a mitre box, is a case in point. Prior to Naumann, this work appeared in virtually every textbook of twentieth-century art as the work of Morton Schamberg, now described merely as the photographer. It is usually represented as an example of the Dada object the marriage of two utilitarian things in such a way as to efface their usefulness, as in Duchamp's Bicycle Wheel (1913) , where a bicycle's forks and front wheel were mounted on a stool so as to make both wheel and stool unusable. In God, a plumbing trap is mounted in a mitre box, rendering both useless. Gammel's interpretation of the object begins with Elsa's father's comparison of prayer to night-time visits to the bathroom (in the context of the generally anticlerical spirit of Dada) and ends with the fascinating possibility that the object's urinary subtext links her to Duchamp's Fountain, an overturned urinal signed 'R. Mutt' and exhibited in notorious circumstances. Duchamp himself alleged that an unnamed woman had something to do with it, leading Gammel to run with the idea in a way that stretches credibility. At one point, for example, she spins out a series of plays on words R. Mutt = Mutter (mother) = Urmutter (original, prototypical or primordial mother) = Armut (poverty). This kind of phonetic tomfoolery once had some limited justification in Duchamp scholarship, but it is often overdone. It is, however, one of few weaknesses in Gammel's book. Another is that Gammel curiously mentions neither the conventional Dada object interpretation of interrupted bourgeois domesticity nor the contemporary machine imagery of Francis Picabia in this discussion, although she acknowledges Picabia elsewhere in the book.
Despite these relatively minor weaknesses, Gammel's Baroness Elsa is a timely contribution to art history, cultural studies, and women's studies, and it richly deserves the attention of scholars and general readers alike. On the other side of the Atlantic, she had been a member of artistic circles in Munich and Berlin together with her sometime husband Felix Paul Greve, the other figure on whom this volume focuses: the debt-ridden writer who faked a suicide and built a new existence for himself north of the forty-ninth parallel under the name of Frederick Philip Grove, interestingly insisting on using the same initials, FPG, on both sides of the Atlantic. After the useful introduction by the editors elaborating on the concept of cultural mediation by making use of contemporary practitioners such as Salman Rushdie, the book consists of three parts, each of them offering different facets of the act of 'bearing' culture across boundaries and of 'being borne' across cultures. The first and second parts focus on the Baroness and FPG respectively in the context of cultural mediation in Europe and North America, and the third one consists of a key text on cultural mediation by Greve himself.
The first of three essays on the Baroness is 'Limbswishing Dada in New York,' a lively and fascinating description of her gender performance and her 'performative trajectory from Europe, through NewYork and back to Europe' by Irene Gammel. Then Richard Cavell studies Freytag-Loringhoven's poetics and its German origins in 'Baroness Elsa and the Aesthetics of Empathy,' and finally Klaus Martens's 'Two Glimpses of the Baroness'
